
Quick Starts 

 

 

3436 x 11 = _________          17854 ÷ 21 =____________          123 + 3.456= ____   7 – 0.89= ___ 

4 x 4 ½ = ______         10 x  6 ½ = _____        12  x   3 ½ = _______     4 x 2 ½ = ____________  

5 – 8 = ____                -3 – 1 = ____                   5 – 6 = ___             14 – ___ = - 5        

10% of 680= ____      20% of 480 = _____       40% of 120 = _____    30 % of 160= _______ 

REASONING: True or False?   

20 + 9 = 10 + 19 

20 + 9 = 19 + 9  

80 + 9 = 60 + 16  

8 + 90 = 40 + 50 + 8  

**** Extension – how would you make the false statements TRUE? ***  

  Nearest 
whole num-
ber 

To 1 decimal 
place 

To 2 decimal places 

8.675       

13.456       

28.543       

13.123       

Quick Starts 

 

 

6754 ÷ 11 =____________        9456 + 67 = ______     19 – 4.56 = _______     432 x 13 = 
_________                  

6 x 4 ½ = ______         3 x  6 ½ = _____        8  x   3 ½ = _______     12 x 2 ½ = ____________  

5 – 8 = ____                -3 – 5 = ____                   7 – 10 = ___             11 – ___ = - 2        

10% of 540= ____      20% of 460 = _____       50% of 230 = _____    95 % of 120= _______ 

FRACTIONS 

8                                        

9     ÷    2 = _____            

  Nearest 10 Nearest 100 Nearest 100 000 Nearest 1 000 000 

5 678 654         

9 876 321         

3 564 721         

7 543 123         



 

67854 ÷ 11 =____________        3456 + 67 = ______     16 – 4.56 = _______     5432 x 13 = 
_________                  

4 x 4 ½ = ______         6 x  6 ½ = _____        12  x   3 ½ = _______     14 x 2 ½ = ____________  

5 – 7 = ____                -3 – 2 = ____                   7 – 9 = ___             14 – ___ = - 2        

10% of 540= ____      10% of 460 = _____       10% of 230 = _____    10 % of 120= _______ 

REASONING:  

36 ÷ 9 = 

90 ÷ 9 = 

126 ÷ 9 =  

What do you notice? What connection can you make so you can solve 126 ÷ 9 = without a method?  

Explain:  

  Nearest 10 Nearest 100 Nearest 100 000 Nearest 1 000 000 

9 876 235         

7 654 489         

6 113   694         

7 965  513         

 

 

3436 x 21 = _________          17854 ÷ 11 =____________             15 – 7.89 = _____ 5678 + 6.7 = 
____ 

8 x 4 ½ = ______         12 x  6 ½ = _____        14  x   3 ½ = _______     10 x 2 ½ = ____________  

5 – 7 = ____                -3 – 6 = ____                   7 – 3 = ___             14 – ___ = - 3        

10% of 580= ____      40% of 110 = _____       20% of 130 = _____    30 % of 240= _______ 

REASONING:  

7 x 10 = 

7 x 40 = 

7 x 39 = 

What do you notice? What connection can you make so you can solve 6 x 39 = without a method?  

Explain:  

  Nearest 
whole num-
ber 

To 1 decimal 
place 

To 2 decimal places 

8.876       

234.678       

65.31       

7.987       



Don’t be dead, blackbird! 

Have you ever done something that you wished you hadn’t? Something that you wish 

you could take back? Yeah… me too!  Well, I have a confession, and this is the first 

time I’ve ever told anyone.  I want to tell you so it’s off my chest, probably because 

I know we’ll never meet. 

After I’d done it, he lay there in garden.  He just lay there.   I went back many times 

to see if he’d moved or flown away, he hadn’t.  I knew he wouldn’t, but I kept going 

back anyway… hoping. 

I was a teenager with a gun, it was just an air rifle, but still enough to kill some-

thing.  I loved animals, everyone knew that, so I used to practise on paper targets 

that had different coloured circles on them. 

I was getting quite good at shooting so my dad encouraged me to join a gun club – 

a safe environment for my hobby.  The only problem was that my gun had iron 

sights so trying to be pin-point accurate was difficult.  Eventually, after much nag-

ging and the promise of saving my pocket money to help with the cost, my dad 

bought me a telescopic sight.  Now, I wish he hadn’t. 

On the evening that I did it I was in my parent’s bedroom.  It was a loft conversion, 

so I was quite high up.  The garden next door was slightly higher than ours but 

had lots of shrubs in the way.  The garden after that, however, was a good metre 

higher than next door’s and was much longer and more open.  I knew I shouldn’t 

have been shooting across gardens (that was dangerous) but something drew me to 

that garden that day.  He just stood there, still, looking at me.  Did he really know 

that I was there?  Could he see me?  Was he daring me to take the shot to see if I 

really was that good? 

I loaded my air rifle then rested it on the window sill, perching myself on the edge of 

the bed.  I looked down my new telescopic lens and lined the cross up on his chest.  

He just stood there, still, looking at me. Did he really know that I was there?  Could 

he see me?  Was he daring me to take the shot to see if I really was that good?  I 

breathed out as I squeezed the trigger.  In an instant, he was dead.  I knew he was 

dead even though I didn’t want him to be.  I wanted to go back in time and stop my-

self, but I couldn’t.  I wanted that lead pellet to suck itself back up the barrel of the 

rifle, but it couldn’t.  

For many years after, he haunted my dreams.  His bright yellow beak smiling at me.  

Even in death he taunted me, almost like he knew I’d never forgive myself.  Almost like 

he knew he’d have power over me.  A power much deadlier than the rifle that took his 

life, he had the power of being on my conscience for all these years. 

I’m so sorry, blackbird.  How I wish that you weren’t dead. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Don’t be dead, blackbird! Pg 1 
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Why do you think that shooting across gardens is dangerous?          (1)                                                     

 

 

 

Why do you think that the author had never told anyone before?    (1)                                                  

 

Circle the correct answer. 

The boy in the story had a... 

 
 

Concussion 

 

Conviction  

 

Confession 

 

Concession 

Tick true or false T F 
The boy was really good at shooting. 

 

  

He loved shooting animals as well as targets 

 

  

The boy’s father owned a gun club. 

 

  

The boy’s gun had iron sights originally. 

 

  

The blackbird was pretending to be dead. 

 

  



 

Don’t be dead, blackbird!  
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‘Why do you think that the author chooses to use the word ‘perching’ 

 

 

 

Why do you think that the author choses to repeat these lines?     (1)                            

 

‘He just stood there, still, looking at me.  Did he really know that I was there?   

Could he see me?  Was he daring me to take the shot to see if I really was that good? ‘ 

 

 

 

 

Number these statements to put them in the correct order.  

  

To boy breathed out and pulled the trigger.  

The boy went to his parent’s bedroom to try out his new sights. 1 

The black bird seemed to be staring at the boy.  

The boy went back to see if the bird had flown away.  

The boy lined the sights up with the blackbird’s chest.  

The bird visited the bot in his dreams.  



 

Don’t be dead, blackbird!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Draw lines to match the statements. 

   

Only the male blackbird  
to pull worms out of  

their burrows. 

They have strong bills   is actually black 

Female blackbirds  
raise their tails once 

they’ve landed. 

Blackbirds are known to  
are often mistaken  

for Thrushes. 

In the fact file about blackbirds, some words are in bold type.   

Explain why.                                                                                    (1)                             

 

 

 

Where would you find these type of words in a non-fiction book?   (1)                                                           

 

 

 

What does the word ‘broods’ mean?                                                (1)                                                                     

 

 

 



 

Don’t be dead, blackbird!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

List three features of non-fiction  writing that can be seen in the 
fact file about blackbirds.                                                              (1) 

 

E.g,   Heading 

 

 

 

 

Blackbirds are a very successful species of bird in this country (3)                                 

Explain your choice using evidence from the text. 

True/False 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Give two reasons why a male blackbird ’bobs it’s tail’.                     (2)                       

 

 

 

What are the two main causes of death for blackbirds?                (2)                       

 

 

 



Writing Task: 

Write a news report.  

*Y6 punctuation    *Formal language    *Informal language for quotes   *Accurate 

use of inverted commas  
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SPAG 

Direct and Reported Speech. 

Copy the following examples of reported speech into your books, then write them 

out again as direct speech. The first example has been done for you. 

Miss Hull said that we were very noisy today. 

“You are very noisy class eleven!” moaned Miss Hull. 

1) Mrs Millhouse claimed that the Christmas Fayre would be a success. 

2) Mrs Prisk shouted at the boy to stop running in the hall. 

3) Mark laughed at Elly, saying her dress was silly. 

4) Emma told Emily that she could not come to the party. 

5) Sally complained that her shoes were too tight. 

6) Chris mumbled that he felt sick. 

7) Joe exclaimed that he won the match! 

8) Carol offered to cook the dinner. 

Now do the same with the following sentences, only this time you will be 

changing direct speech in to reported speech. The first one was been done for 

you. 

“I’m scared of rollercoasters,” Mum said to Dad. 

Mum told Dad that she was scared of rollercoasters. 

“Get down from there!” the park keeper shouted at the boys. 

“What time is the next bus to Stratford?” asked the old lady. 

“We need to take the next turning on the left,” Kevin told the driver. 

“I’d like to have a steak and some chips please,” the customer said to the waiter. 

“Excuse me. Are you waiting in the queue?” Barry enquired. 

“Can I please have a kilogram of potatoes?” the man asked the greengrocer po-

litely. 

“It’s no good. The doors are completely stuck,” the fireman shouted to his col-

leagues. 

“ I really want to see the new Superman film. It looks amazing,” Jordan said, 

his voice full of excitement. 

 

 



Research Task: 

Your topic next half term is WWII. Please can your research facts and be prepared to 

share these in class. Possible research areas: food, clothing, jobs, education,  

rationing, evacuation and local areas which suffered.  
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